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PUSHKIN PRESS, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Drawing on the legacy of Argentina s Dirty War, Carlos Gamerro s An Open Secret
is a compelling postmodern thriller confronting guilt, complicity and the treachery of language
itself. Dario Ezcurra is one of the thousands of Argentinians unlucky enough to be disappeared by
the military government-murdered by the local chief of police with the complicity of his friends and
neighbours. Twenty years later, Fefe, a child at the time of the murder, returns to the town where
Dario met his fate and attempts to discover how the community let such a crime happen. Lies,
excuses and evasion ensue - desperate attempts to deny the guilty secret of which the whole
community, even Fefe himself, is afraid. Translated from the Spanish by Ian Barnett, Carlos
Gamerro s An Open Secret is published by Pushkin Press. Carlos Gamerro s An Open Secret . has the
makings of a classic - The Economist An Open Secret is paced like a taut thriller that . ultimately,
rewards the reader . Gamerro creates a vivid sense of how gossip can poison a small town - The
Independent An Open...
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Reviews
This is actually the best book i actually have go through right up until now. It generally will not price an excessive amount of. I discovered this book from
my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- Nor ma Ca r r oll
Just no terms to describe. This is for those who statte that there was not a worth studying. I am just easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Desha wn Roob
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